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On the Move & Ride Control System, a unique,
industry-first, 8-digit, text-based keyboard in the

Vibrating Braille option allows you to configure the
system on the fly. Simply type in the desired

configuration options, and then confirm those settings
by pressing the enter key. In one step, you eliminate
the need to walk through the system setup process
with every transport, and provide your passengers

with peace of mind that you are sure that the control
will operate effectively. Require valuable data from

your passengers? The Focus e-Bike System
automatically transports notes from your mobile

device to your Focus. Whether you want to use the e-
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bike to fill the page in your handheld, or scan a ticket
to mark your trip, the e-Bike program will

automatically detect your mobile device and make
the proper changes to your Focus setup to route

incoming callers to your mobile device. Once the call
is connected to your mobile device, your passengers

can continue on their way. Now you can focus on your
passengers’ needs and not have to worry about

diverting your attention to a passenger’s request. The
Focus can recognize the weight and gender of your

passengers on the Move & Ride Control System, and
then automatically adjust the distance you travel

according to your passengers’ weight and gender. For
example, the Focus will automatically set the ride

distance for 8 passengers weighing 25-35 pounds to
be the same ride distance as for 8 passengers

weighing 50-65 pounds. For added peace of mind, the
Focus provides a 5-star and 4-star trip report of each

trip, which can be accessed at any time on the
screen. The trip report provides important details

such as the total miles, maximum speed and average
speed of each trip. It can also automatically identify

potential hazardous areas, current weather conditions
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and trip duration.
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in order to use the focus-specific features, you must
update your mobile device to the latest operating
system and firmware. this option is included in the

focus suite. for instructions on updating your mobile
device, click here. yes, this is the correct answer. we

will consider adding a feature for battery charge
status to the focus. until then, there are other ways to

control the charge on the focus such as the battery
charge indicator on the display. to install the focus

firmware, follow the instructions below. note that the
firmware is downloadable from the mycelestron

website. click here to find instructions for loading the
focus firmware on your system. in addition to

improving sync 3, ford is also updating the sync
system to make it easier to access features like

music, including new fordplay and new ford pass, and
navigation. the update will be available to customers

as they continue to drive theirsync 3 vehicles. if a
customer has already connected theirsync 3 system
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to a wi-fi network, the update will be available for
download in their sync 3system. ford and microsoft

are launching a developer challenge to spur the
creation of newapplications for ford sync 3. the

challenge, titled, create ford app, runsthrough june
30, 2017, and provides developers with a challenge to
create a newapp for the ford sync 3 platform. over the

next three months, ford will award over$50,000 in
prizes to developers who design and complete the

best app.prizes range from $2,000 to $25,000,
depending on the number of downloads and
winnerthe developers receive. 5ec8ef588b
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